Planned Measures based on student feedback on the spring semester of the 2020/2021 academic year – Faculty of Medicine

**SE unit: Department of Languages for Specific purposes**

**Our feedback on general student opinions:**

Students found our online language courses interesting and motivating. Students were amazed by our teacher’s patience, caring and respect for the students.

**Planned measures**

Based on students’ feedback we are ready to continue the process of standardizing our core teaching material and further enhance our teaching methods of our courses.

Although the situation improved compared to the fall semester, it remained a concern that not all colleagues had unlimited Zoom access. We have asked again the Center for Educational Development, Methodology and Organization to solve this problem.

**Our feedback on individual opinions on mandatory subjects:**

**Hungarian for Dental Medical Purposes:**

“The book could be translated to English as well in the important parts such as grammar since high attention is placed on it.”

The book has been translated.

“The book is not good. We need to learn and understand Hungarian by using English but everything is in Hungarian in the book which makes less effective. It would be better to use commercial Hungarian learning books written in English.”

Our new Hungarian language course book with English instructions has just been introduced. It is written by our colleague especially for students at Semmelweis university.

“I wished the university would allow a purchased zoom license so the classes didn’t stop every 40 minutes.” We have asked for more licenced zoom capacity.

“She is an amazing teacher, with a lot of patience and respect for her students. .... She made me love Hungarian.”

“the most understandable, kind, and welcoming teacher and educator I have ever met. thank you for making our process and learning so thoughtful and significant!”